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What is HIVE Control?
The HIVE Control system leverages the best in modern IoT, legacy control, and automation 

systems to deliver a superior end-to-end AV solution. With major improvements to the industries 

three major pillars in AV control; software, interface, and hardware, we’ve created an infinity 

scalable and affordable AV solution that is easy to manage.



HIVE Node
Control Any AV Device
Control any legacy and IP enabled device 
without programming.

HIVE Touch
Touch Panel Interface
Seamlessly control a rooms AV system and 
automation applications.

HIVE Cloud Control
24/7 Control
Configure, manage and service multiple clients 
from anywhere.



Innovate Freely

Control Any AV Device 
Wirelessly

Directly Connect
 Legacy Devices

Automatically updates via 
HIVE Cloud Control

Remote
Management

Unlike what is in the market today, our HIVE Nodes do not require the need to maintain a 

centralized server, the purchase of gateway devices, or the installation of on-premise “brain” 

units. Instead, our HIVE Nodes are designed to directly connect to all existing legacy or 

wirelessly connect to IP enabled hardware devices.



Worry-Free Scalability
Our subscription-based asset management platform allows our customers to service remotely, 

analyze, and scale without the cost of licenses or per room costs. Connect an unlimited number 

of rooms under one subscription.



Simplified Integration

Programming-Free Configuration
Install and change your control system without the need to hire a highly-skilled programmer.

HIVE Design Studio
Use a simple to use drag and drop interface to customize your AV control setup or use one of our 

professionally designed setup templates for even quicker installation.

Extensive Device Library
Utilize HIVE Control’s extensive list of device drivers and community fed REST API repository for 

effortless control of 3rd party hardware, collaboration, and automation tools.



Control Within Reach
The HIVE Touch is an all-in-one, touch panel display engineered to seamlessly control your 

commercial AV hardware and automation devices. HIVE Touch controls it all, including 3rd party 

hardware, removing the need for multiple control points and remotes. Optional table and wall 

mounts and Powered over Ethernet (PoE), the HIVE Touch is adaptable to any space and application.



Harness the Power of Data

Notifications

Make informed decisions with our custom analytics dashboard. Measure AV system usage,

room occupancy, power consumption, and any other application specifics metrics.

HIVE Cloud notifies you of 

potential issues before users do. 

Data Based Scaling
Analyze and adjust your system as 

needs increase or decrease

Custom Dashboard
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Search

Built to deliver powerful insights 

based on your systems application.

HALL
Analytics

Analytics



HIVE Compatible Device
Future Hall Technologies devices will be HIVE Enabled for easy integration.

EMCEE200 is a seamless multiview presentation switcher scaler with Picture -in-Picture (PIP) 

and Picture-Over-Picture (POP) capabilities. It can process up to four 4K@60 video sources with 

zero latency and gives “CONFIDENCE” and “PRESENT” HDMI outputs in different window layouts. 

With a built-in dual MIC mixer and a wide range of Audio Embedding and De-Embedding options, 

EMCEE is perfect for any type of presentation. EMCEE not only records the presentation to an 

external storage device but also provides USB3.0 4K capture to stream live without the need for 

additional hardware.

EMCEE200 Presentation Switcher
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